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6/112 Millswyn Street
South Yarra

VIC 3141
9 November, 2004

The Hon John Howard MP
Prime Minister 
Parliament House 
Canberra

 Dear Prime Minister

This year is the centenary of the 1904 Conciliation and Arbitration Act. In his book 'The End
of Certainty" Paul Kelly described the five pillars of the Deakinite post-federation settlement
as industry protection, wage arbitration, White Australia, state paternalism, and defence
through imperial alliances.  Protectionism has gone, White Australia likewise, and our
defence strategy is based on the US alliance rather than on the UK. State paternalism is a
continuing issue, but it is the system of detailed labour market regulation which raises the
most serious concerns about our capacity to compete as a prosperous, sovereign and
influential nation in the world at large, and within our region particularly.

Over the last twenty years the phasing out of protection by both Labor and the Coalition has
transformed our economy, and our business culture, beyond recognition. During that period
there has also been a degree of bipartisan support, albeit in the face of opposition from the
trade union movement,  for reducing the degree of regulation of employer-employee
relations.  Given the close and symbiotic relationship from the outset  between protectionism
and wage regulation, that was no more than logical. Today however the anachronistic and
employment-deterring nature of our labour market regulatory apparatus has become
increasingly manifest. 
 
Successful reform of the law governing our labour market therefore has the potential to lift
our economic performance as a nation, and the prosperity of all Australians,  very
significantly.
 

The Government will naturally want first to implement the workplace relations reforms that
were rejected by the Senate over the past seven years, together with those spelt out in its
election policy. However, there is a clear need for reforms which extend beyond that. In order
to stimulate a major national debate on how we should best move forward with this matter,
we write to suggest that the Government establish a Commission of Inquiry, chaired by an
eminent Australian, which will hear submissions, give consideration to all of the various
social and economic forces which are in play, and produce a Green Paper to assist the
Government and the Parliament in this historic task.

Whilst not seeking to pre-empt the range of issues which you might think such a Commission
should consider, we suggest the following matters to be important.
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1. The advantages and disadvantages, both in economic and in moral terms, of
freedom of choice for participants in the labour market (in contradistinction to
regulation imposed by outsiders) to decide on the terms and conditions under which
they will enter into an employment contract. Your Government is committed to
guaranteeing such freedom for independent contractors, and it would be desirable to
examine its extension to employment contracts more generally. 

 

2. The various macro and micro-economic consequences of major reform, including
what is likely to happen with respect to employment participation rates, particularly
amongst lower income groups; to the supply and demand for labour in various sectors
of the economy; to wage levels in different regions and amongst  different age groups
for men and women as the population ages; to productivity, real wages, and career
opportunities; and particularly to the interface between the welfare system and labour
market, especially when welfare benefits act as a deterrent to job seeking.

 
3. What legislative measures would guarantee employees their right to exercise
freedom to choose their terms and conditions of employment (should the Parliament
decide to go down this path) and avoid tribunal or court interpretations that ran
counter to such changes.

 

4.  What constitutional head (or heads) of power would provide the Commonwealth
Parliament with the authority to make valid laws of this kind?

 
 5. The degree to which  legal privileges are enjoyed by trade unions, and the rationale

for such privileges today.
 

6. The consequences, if any, of Australia's past ratification of various ILO
conventions on Parliament's exercise of Australia's sovereignty with respect to the law
governing our labour market.

This list of possible terms of reference for a Commission of the kind we are recommending is
not an exhaustive one. But it does indicate the extent to which a wide ranging national
debate, conducted under the auspices of a Commission of Inquiry, would assist in producing
a consensus for reform which, in our opinion, should attract the support of a large majority of
the Australian people.

Yours sincerely

 
A. Bisits
Len Buckeridge, Chairman BGC.
Gerard Boyce, Director, Industrial Relations, NECA.
Harold Clough AO OBE, 
Charles Copeman AM
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Chris Corrigan, Chairman, Patrick Corporation. 
Bob Day AO, Managing Director, Home Australia Ltd.
Ray Evans, President, H R Nicholls Society
John Freebairn,  Professor of Economics, University of Melbourne
John Hyde
Steve Knott, Director, Australian Mines and Metals Association
Des Moore, Director, Institute of Private Enterprise.
Michael Moore
Sir Arvi Parbo AC 
Ken Phillips, Director, Independent Contractors of Australia.
Barrie D. Purvis
 Alex Robson PhD, Lecturer, School of Economics, ANU
John Roskam
John Stone
Ian Webber AO. 
 

cc The Hon Kevin Andrews MP,     Minister for Workplace Relations
cc The Hon Peter Costello MP,    Treasurer

 


